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 MASSIVE BLACK-PANTHIR: Unavailable PANTHIR: Infinity War preceded by: black panther written by: marvel comics
the council reviews its plan to destroy Thanos. Black Panther reviews the plans of the council. Lets start with something

obvious: BLACK PANTHER is one of those films that is so closely aligned to its source material that many people might be
fooled into thinking its just a continuation of the Black Panther mythos. BUT NO NO NO. Its most certainly NOT. Black

Panther is an R-Rated movie. It has a complete original plotline. It also does something that’s NEVER been done before in the
history of modern superhero films. It takes the main antagonist (a self proclaimed evil genius) and makes him human. A real

person. To further flesh out his character, T’Challa, the king of Wakanda, takes on an apprentice. A former enemy, Erik
Killmonger (played by Forest Whitaker) becomes his disciple. They both must choose which side they will fight on. At the start
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of the film Killmonger is apparently swayed by his love for Wakanda and T’Challa. But as events unfold, you see how easily he
is swayed back to the dark side. Killmonger proves himself to be a highly skilled warrior in this movie. Every fight scene has so
much dynamics that you have to pay attention to how a fight will play out. How will each character react? What will they do?

What will they THINK? And who will get hurt? Its a fully realized martial arts movie in the Marvel vein. And that in itself sets
it apart from most others. Black Panther features a cast of mostly up and coming actors including Lupita Nyong'o, Danai Gurira,
Angela Basset, and Chadwick Boseman. Black Panther is directed by the relatively unknown Ryan Coogler (Creed). It is based

on a script by Coogler and Joe Robert Cole. This film marks the culmination of many years of hype surrounding Marvel Studios'
first solo Black Panther film. The risk in making this film is that Black Panther will be compared to the original and seen as a

ripoff. However, in this particular case, I don’t think that could be farther from the truth. This movie is more of a reinvention of
the character. The original was not just about the Black Panther. 82157476af
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